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COMPANY PROFILE

With over 40 years of experience MOHAWK is now recognised

as one of the world’s leading manufacturers of Customised

Special Tools, providing innovative and high performance tooling

solutions to all our customers . Based in Shannon, Ireland, our

manufacturing facility is purposely designed to manufacture

custom cutting tools to the worlds aerospace, automotive,

electronic, woodworking and die mold industries. Our experienced

staff, state of the art facility and precision inspection equipment,

allow us to continuously grow and provide our customers with

a cost effective tooling solution.

DESIGN SERVICE

Mohawk offers all of its customers a complete design service.

Upon receipt of your part drawing, or cavity detail, our experienced

design team using Computer Aided Design facilities, will furnish

you with the optimal tool for your application. We will design

and quote the necessary tooling to achieve the bore tolerance

and surface finish requirement using the minimum number of

tools. We supply a complete tool drawing showing all relevant

manufacturing and resharpening details.

PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

All our cutting tools are manufactured on CNC controlled 4 &

5 axis grinding machines. Our custom designed facility allows

us to manufacture cutting tools for the toughest applications,

and allows us meet critical delivery schedules.
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QUALITY POLICY

MOHAWK understands that excellence in the quality of its

products and services is an essential prerequisite to the

continuing success of its business.

MOHAWK

MOHAWK operates a Quality Management system in accordance

with the ISO 9001-2008 standard and inspects all product  in

accordance with this standard. Mohawks mission is to be the

world’s best in the manufacturer of rotary shank “SPECIAL”

cutting tools. Being the best means providing outstanding quality,

service and value, ensuring complete customer satisfaction,

through continuous improvement and customer interaction. Our

goal is to provide the highest level of service, along with a broad

selection of products at competitive prices.

INSPECTION FACILITY

All of our products are rigorously inspected before we ship to

our customers, to ensure all aspects of the manufactured tool

are to the customers print.  Our equipment is regularly calibrated,

with all our associates fully trained to operate the most up to

date inspection equipment.
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TWO FLUTE DRILLS
DESCRIPTION

On a wide range of 2 or 3 flute drills, MOHAWK

offer you special point styles, flute formations and

coatings specifically designed for the material you

are machining. Where hole alignment, hole size

and surface finish are critical, a tool specifically

designed for the application, offers cost savings

across the board. Mohawk also offer a wide choice

of shank styles to suit your machine or hand held

power tool (see page 35 & 36 for shank styles).

APPLICATIONS

The Mohawk drill is a highly versatile tool, which

can be adopted to cover a broad range of

applications. Whether it is CFRP/Ti/Al/GFRP or

any such combination or material variation,

Mohawk has the experience to design the tool for

all materials. Two or three flute drills,

manufactured as SPECIAL are required where

conditions exist such as over standard length,

non-standard size diameter, special geometry or

construction.  Generally the Two Flute Drill is the

starting tool and is used to remove large amounts

of material economically.

AVAILABILITY

In all grades of High Speed Steels and Powered

Metals, and also in all grades of Tungsten Carbide.

We offer all tooling with a through coolant facility

if required.
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STEP DRILLS
DESCRIPTION:

Mohawk offer a wide range of Special size custom

designed Step Drills. Mohawk Step Drills are built

with flute formation, helix angle and point style

specifically designed to machine both metals and

composites, or a combination of both materials.

Correct rake and chip clearance eliminates

countersink chatter, while a highly polished flute

allows for excellent chip evacuation. A choice of

coatings helps pro long tool life and prevents

premature wear. Mohawk also offer a wide choice

of Shank Styles, to suit your machine or power

tool (see pages 35 & 36 for shank styles).

APPLICATIONS:

The two flute step drill eliminates operations by

drilling multi diameter holes such as drill-chamfer,

drill countersink, drill counterbore in one pass.

Widely used in the aerospace and automotive

industry these tools can be ordered to exacting

tolerances, ensuring highly accurate holes.

Diameters can be ground to 0.003mm (0.0001”),

with run out from shank to point tip not exceeding

0.005mm (0.00015”). Mohawk’s Step Drill are so

accurate, they can in some cases eliminate

completely the need for reaming.

AVAILABILITY:

In all grades of High Speed Steels and Powered

Metals, and also in all grades of Tungsten Carbide.

We offer all tooling with through coolant facility

if required.
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REAMERS
DESCRIPTION:

Mohawk Reamers are precision cutting tools used

to “size” existing holes accurately. Depending on

application stability, these tools will hold H5-H6

hole size tolerance. Mohawk helps our customers

design the correct tool specifically suited for your

application. Whether the material to be worked

on is CFRP/GFRP/Al/Ti or any other metal type,

or any combination of these materials, we will

help you select the correct tool for your application.

Why use a standard, when Mohawk can deliver

tools in 2 weeks on almost any special.

APPLICATIONS:

Reamers are used to prepare, or finish ream, pre-

drilled cavities for size, roundness, straightness

and surface finish. Flute geometry varies

depending on the application, with left hand spiral,

straight or right hand spiral flutes all available.

The various lead angles sharpening styles

illustrated on our sketch page allows you to choose

the angle which suits your application. Reamer

design also depends on surface finish required,

the amount of stock to be removed, the types of

material to be cut, and most importantly the

combination of these materials if they are ìstackedî

together.

AVAILABILITY:

In all grades of high speed steels and Powered

Metals, and also in all grades of Tungsten Carbide.

We offer all our reamers with through coolant

facility if required.
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STEP REAMERS
DESCRIPTION:

Mohawk offer a wide selection of both Piloted and

Step Reamers. Our Step Reamers are

manufactured with flute geometry specifically

designed to allow both the step and the large

diameter work together. We offer precision ground

pilots (un-fluted if required), to allow our

customers enlarge an existing cavity to a precise

size, while also ensuring precise hole alignment.

Mohawk stock most sizes of both piloted and step

reamers, which allows us to offer our customers

a quick turnaround for AOG situations, while also

suiting the MRO industry with ready to go sizes.

Flute geometry varies depending on the

application, with left hand spiral, straight or right

hand spiral flutes all available. Choose your own

shank style to suit your application.

APPLICATION:

MRO facilities, engine and transmission

manufacturers and aircraft assembly, all require

highly accurate reamers to finish drilled or cast

holes. Step or Piloted reamers are used where

there is already an existing cavity, which needs to

be enlarged to a precise size, while also holding

the required surface finish. Reamer design also

depends on surface finish required, the amount

of stock to be removed, and the types of material

to be cut, or the combination of these materials

in a stack up.

AVAILABILITY:

We offer OVERNIGHT DELIVERY on sizes on

illustrated chart, with tools available in all grades

of high speed steels, Cobalt, and also in all grades

of Tungsten Carbide. We offer all our reamers

with through coolant facility if required.
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SPACEMATIC TOOLING
DESCRIPTION:

Our Drill Countersink “Spacematic” and Drivematic

tooling is world renowned for machining precise

holes, in aircraft parts. Made with a variety of

thread sizes, we hold 0.005mm (0.00015”) run out

from spindle to point, with all Point  features made

to tighter than industry standard tolerance, to

ensure hole size. We guarantee to hold 0.050mm

(0.0002”) hole tolerance, with perfect alignment.

APPLICATIONS:

Advanced Drilling Equipment Power Tools, have

been developed to address the need to achieve

optimum hole quality. Where Aircraft components

are too large, too irregular or too complex to be

taken to a machining centre, Portable drill motors

with a broad range of cutter speed/feed rate

combinations, are necessary for the critically close

tolerance holes required in the diverse materials

on aircraft parts. Our tools in most cases eliminate

the need for any secondary operation, such as

countersinking or reaming.

AVAILABILITY:

In all grades of high speed steels and cobalt, and

also available in solid carbide, with a brazed on

HSS Shank Adapter. Can also be purchased with

an internal threaded interface.
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STEP DRILL REAMERS
DESCRIPTION:

The MOHAWK Step Drill Reamer is a two fluted

drill and a spiral fluted reamer combined into one

tool. Suitable for all materials, this is an excellent

tool when trying to eliminate a follow on reaming

operation. Unique drill geometry, with a choice of

point style to suit all materials, this tool type is

used extensively in the aerospace and in some

applications in the automotive markets. Mohawk

also offer a wide choice of shank styles to suit

your machine or hand held power tool (see page

35 & 36 for shank styles).

APPLICATIONS:

The Step Drill Reamer accomplishes both drilling

and reaming of closer tolerance hole in one

operation. The cavity should be a through hole,

and the drill should break through the material,

before, the reamer begins to cut to required size.

Capable of holding a grade 7 (ISO) HOLE

TOLERANCE. This tool type has achieved excellent

results, stacked materials, such as CFRP/Ti/Al.

AVAILABILITY:

In all grades of high speed steels and cobalt, and

also available in all grades of tungsten carbide.

These tools are also offered with through coolant

channels if required.
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CORE DRILLS
DESCRIPTION:

A Core Drill is the work horse of the cutting tools,

used for enlarging pre-drilled, punched, cast or

cored existing holes, while also straightening the

hole and preparing it for the reaming operation.

It is basically a twist drill with 3 or 4 flutes.

APPLICATIONS:

Where an existing hole is present, it is always

recommended to use a tool with 3 or 4 flutes, as

opposed to opening it with a 2 fluted tool. The 3

or 4 lands provide better guiding support, have a

thicker web, and may be used with heavier feed

rates. All MOHAWK Core Drills are manufactured

to meet specific requirements, with the appropriate

lead angle, end sharpening, number of flutes, etc.

Whether you are machining CFRP/GFRP/Al/Ti or

any such combination, we will recommend flute

formation and other features to suit your

requirement

AVAILABILITY:

In all grades of high speed steel and cobalt

material. These tools are also available in all

grades of tungsten carbide, with through coolant

channels if required. Can also be purchased with

a step or pilot, see page 20 for sketch.
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 BRAZED JOINTED TOOLING
DESCRIPTION:

Mohawk is the world’s leading manufacturer of

Solid Carbide to HSS Brazed Jointed Tools. We

apply the latest technologies along with a vast

experience of the brazing process to ensure true

integrity of our tools.  We also offer a choice of

shanks to suit your specific application, and

manufacture tools with or without internal coolant

holes. Any of the previously featured tool types

are available in brazed construction. All our tools

are torque tested before shipping, and also have

to meet stringent run-out tolerances to ensure

highly accurate hole size and alignment.

APPLICATIONS:

In the aircraft industry where ADE Units are

necessary, and it is also a requirement to use a

Solid Carbide Tool (coated or uncoated), our tools

work in various materials ranging from CFRP,

GFRP, Al , Steel & Ti, and many other material

types. Today’s aircraft materials vary and are

almost always stack ups of these materials. The

benefit to using a Mohawk tool is that we design

the tools for the specific application and quote

using the least amount of tools, to reduce our

customer’s costs.

AVAILABILITY:

In all grades of High Speed Steels and Powered

Metals, and also in all grades of Tungsten Carbide.

We offer all tooling with a through coolant facility

if required.
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TAPERLOK TOOLS
DESCRIPTION:

Taperlok Tooling is widely used in the aircraft

industry to machine precision tapered holes

in various aircraft parts. The tooling lends

itself to a Fastening System, whereby a

Tapered Fastener is used to bolt together the

machined parts in a self-sealing system.

Taper-Lok systems derive its self-sealing

ability through its tapered interference fit,

which also assures accurate alignment of the

structure being joined. The controlled

interference provides contact and sealing

between the bolt shank and the total bearing

area within the hole.

APPLICATIONS:

Used in Hand Held Positive Feed Power Tools,

our closer than standard tolerance pilot seats

snugly in a pre-drilled hole allowing you

produce a precise and accurate hole faster,

and also creates the countersink to match

your fastener head. All our cutters are

designed, manufactured and inspected to

exacting specifications, ensuring a quality

hole finish. Mohawk has a high degree of

technical competence and experience in the

airframe manufacturing sector.

AVAILABILITY:

In all grades of High Speed Steels and

Powered Metals, and also in all grades of

Tungsten Carbide. We offer all tooling with a

through coolant facility if required.
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SQUARE DRILL
HIGH PRODUCTIVITY LOW COST DRILLING WITH

MOHAWK’S SQUARE DRILL

The “Square” Drill/Burnishing Tool was designed

to withstand the many tough hole making

applications encountered when using Solid Carbide

Tooling.

This Tool is particularly suitable when hole

alignment and size is a problem. The “Square”

Drill is recommended for the drilling of aluminium

and cast iron materials.

SPECIAL FEATURES

• High Cutting Speeds and Feed Rates

• Extended Tool Life

• Straight Flute Construction ensures maximum

rigidity and improved hole alignment

• Improved hole size and roundness

• The Mohawk “Square” Drill has a unique four

margin flute geometry which drills and 

burnishes and in many cases eliminates the 

need to ream.

• Optional coolant feed design and choice of 

coatings
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NUTPLATE DRILLS
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CUTTING CONDITIONS
Improper speeds and feeds can drastically affect

the performance of any cutting tool, causing

premature tool wear, and oversize holes.

Cutting speed is the speed at the outside edge of

the tool as it is cutting. This is also known as

surface speed. Surface speed, surface footage,

and surface area are all directly related. If two

tools of different sizes are turning at the same

revolutions per minute (RPM), the larger tool has

a greater surface speed. Surface speed is

measured in surface feet per minute (SFPM). All

cutting tools work on the surface footage principle.

Your cutting speed will depend primarily on the

type of material you are cutting and the kind of

cutting tool you are using. The hardness of the

work material has a great deal to do with the

recommended cutting speed. The harder the work

material, the slower the cutting speed. The softer

the work material, the faster the recommended

cutting speed.

The three factors, cutting speed, feedrate and

depth of cut, are known as cutting conditions.

Cutting conditions are determined by the

machinability rating of the material. Machinability

is the comparing of materials on their ability to

be machined. From machinability ratings we can

der ive  recommended cutt ing speeds.

Recommended cutting speeds are given in charts.

These charts can be found in the following pages.

The spindle speed must be set so that the tool

will be operating at the correct cutting speed. To

set the proper spindle speed, we need to calculate

the proper revolution per minute or RPM setting.

Cutting speed or surface speed will change with

the size of the tool. So to keep the surface speed

the same for each size tool, we must use a formula,

which includes the size of the tool, to calculate

the proper RPM to maintain the proper surface

footage.

Once you have calculated the RPM, remember

that this is only a recommendation. Some

judgment must be made in selecting the actual

RPM setting to use. There are always outside

factors that must go into deciding on the proper

speed and feed to use. Ask yourself these

questions before deciding on an RPM setting. How

sturdy is my setup? Go slower for setups, which

lack a great deal of rigidity. Am I using coolant?

You may be able to use a faster speed if you are

using flood coolant. How deep am I drilling? If

you’re drilling a deep hole, there is no place for

the heat to go. You may have to slow the RPM

down for deep whole drilling.

The greatest indicator of proper and improper

cutting speed is the color of the chip. When using

a high-speed steel drill bit, the chips should never

be turning brown or blue. Straw-colored chips

indicate that you are on the maximum edge of the

cutting speed for your cutting conditions. When

using carbide, chip colors can range from amber

to blue, but never black. A dark purple color will

indicate that you are on the maximum edge of

your cutting conditions.

For technical assistance with any of your cutting

tool requirements, why not contact us for advice

on best practice, we have a catalogued

encyclopaedia of cutting tool usage in all materials

from CFRP to Aluminium.
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